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Suspense and mystery are the by-words for

Frederick Knott's play, "Write Me a Murder ," now in rehearsal by the University of
Dayton Players.

Under the direction of Professor Raymond Mullins of UD's

Communication Arts Department, the play will be presented in the Boll Theater of the
Kennedy Union , July 27 through July 31 .

Curtain is 8:30 p . m.

Mr. Knott, also the author of "Dial M for !'1urder," employs an old English manor
as the setting for the three-act drama .

The five typically English characters romping

through this mystery, which has its humorous moments, are brothers, Clive and David
Rodingham, sons of the late owner of the estate; family physician, Dr. Elizabeth
Woolley, and a shrewd "wheeler-dealer," Charles Sturrock and his pretty blonde wife,
Julie.
Sturrock, played by Joe Russo, is interested in buying the estate from the Rodingham
brothers.

He also is interested in furthering his wife's career as a writer.

writing, Julie has a way with characters.

In her

David, on the other hand, is an aspiring

author with a knack of building an interesting plot.
While Sturrock is successfully dealing with Clive Rodingham on the purchases
of the estate, David and Julie are putting together a murder plot for their projected
play.

But does this plot turn into the real thing?

It becomes apparent t hat a murder

can be committee but Knott leaves one in doubt as to the intended victim.

This

suspense is wrapped around the wheeling-dealing efforts of Sturrock , Clive's acceptance
of Sturrock's offer and his subsequent trip to marry a Texas heiress, the joint writing
effort of David and Julie and the peppery antics of Dr . Woolley in her English tweeds.
All during the three acts you ask "Will the Murder Plot be put into Operation?",
and "Who Will be the Victim?"
Bill Watson plays David, Tim Ryan is Clive, Carol Sloman is Dr. Woolley and Julie
is Diane Weissman.
The play closes the UD Players' 1966-67 six-production season.
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